Suggested Topics:
• What constitute the right price for water and wastewater?
• Economic impact on tariff increase
• Formulating (sustainable) tariff structure
• Consumer perception on quality of service and tariff
• Expectation on low level of NRW and its economic level
• Addressing and convincing decision makers
• Strategy for communicating with consumer
• Technology for lowering cost / improve efficiency
• Research & Development and contribution to quality service /efficiency
CALL FOR PAPERS

Make Water Last - and First
The biennial Water Malaysia 2013 Conference is back from 23-25 April 2013 at Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, this time bringing a perennially important and pressing issue back to the table: the sustainability and efficiency of our water and wastewater management, focusing on the right price for quality of service.

Water Malaysia 2013 will address the key issues faced by the water services industry; the relationships between paying the right tariff and consumer expectations on quality of service; as well as issues and challenges surrounding the tariff and quality of service.

Your Platform for Change
This will be your opportunity to become more than just a stakeholder in the Asia’s water supply and consumption.

This is your platform for shaping key policies, for influencing decision makers regarding water regulation, and for positioning yourself as a key opinion leader. Which new technology can we use to better harness our efficiency of water usage? What are some policies and services that have been implemented successfully to increase water supply in the face of increasing challenges?

If you have knowledge to share on these topics, we warmly invite you to participate in our three-day conference.

Let your voice be heard. Dare to speak out against current practices, uproot controversies, present fresh viewpoints and generate riveting discussions that will challenge the status quo and create greater awareness of the bigger picture involved.

Be a part of the Audience
That bigger picture includes an audience like yourself. You can expect an exciting time filled with meaningful exchanges and stimulating ideas that can lead to major improvements in our future water management.

To be a part of it, we invite you to submit your abstract papers or posters that are related to any of these topics by 31st January 2013 to the Secretariat at wm2013@console.com.my

- What constitute the right price for water and wastewater?
- Economic impact on tariff increase
- Formulating (sustainable) tariff structure
- Consumer perception on quality of service and tariff
- Expectation on low level of NRW and its economic level
- Addressing and convincing decision makers
- Strategy for communicating with consumer
- Technology for lowering cost / improve efficiency
- Research & Development and contribution to quality service /efficiency

We thank you in advance for your submission, and will look forward to welcoming you as a Speaker at the conference.

Thank you.